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VANISHING THEOREM FOR 2-TORSION INSTANTON

INVARIANTS

By

Hajime Ono

Abstract. For any closed, oriented, simply connected spin 4-

manifold X with b＼ > 1 and even, by Fintushel and Stern [7],

differential-topologicalpolynomial invariants with its values in Z2

are defined. These invariants are analogues of Donaldson polynomial

invariants. In [7],it is proved that if X = X'$S2 x S2, then these

invariants do not always vanish. But in this paper, it is proved that

these invariants vanish for a large class of connected sums.

1. Introduction

For any smooth oriented closed simply connected 4-manifold X with bx

greater than one and odd, in [4] Donaldson polynomial invariants are defined,

where bx is the dimension of the maximal positive subspace for the inter-

section form on Hi{X). They are evaluations of certain elements of the rational

cohomology of the space 33^ t of equivalence classes of irreducible connections in

a SU(2)-bundle over X of charge / on a homology class represented by the

moduli space of anti-self-dualconnections. In the case when bx is even, analogues

of these invariants are defined by using the cohomology H*i^xl＼K) for some

coefficientring R ([5]).In particular,in [7],torsion invariants are defined when

R = Z2, and some properties of these are proved. The main properties, which

are in contrast with the vanishing theorem for the Donaldson polynomials

for connected sums, are that the torsion invariants do not always vanish for

X$S2 x S2, where X is spin with bx > 1 odd. But in thisarticle,it is proved that

the torsion invariants vanish for large class of connected sums.

Let Mx.i be the moduli space of anti-self-dualSU(2) connections of charge /.

In case bx>lis even, for a generic metric, the moduli space Jix.i is the smooth

manifold and we have dim.J/x.i = 8/ ―3(1 + bt) = 2d+＼. So if there is a non-
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trivial 1-dimensional cohomology class u in ^B*xh then, for homology classes

z＼,...,Z(je H2(X;Z), similar polynomial invariants can be defined by evaluating

the class /n(z＼)U ･･･ Ufi(zd) Um on the fundamental class of J$x,h where ju(zj)e

H2(%$x
j]
Q) (for the definitionof homomorphism ju,see [6]).In the case /is even

and X is spin, there is a non-trivial class u＼e Hl(^Bx l;Z2). Thus in thiscase, for

large enough /, there is a polynomial invariant qi,Ul,x of degree d in H1[X＼Z')

with values in Z2. Like as Donaldson invariants, qi,U[,xis an invariant of the

smooth structure of X. (See section 2 for a more complete description.)

Our main theorem, whose proof will be given in section 3, is

Theorem 1.1. Let X＼, Xj be closed simply connected spin 4-manifolds with

b＼ > 1 and with b＼{ + b＼ even. Suppose that /,■> 3(1 + b^.)/4 and l＼+ l2 even. If

we set dt = 4/,-- 3(1 + b$.)/2, for r # 0, d＼+ d2 + 1

%+12,uuX^X2{z1j ■■■)zn w＼t ■■,W(il+d2+l-r) = 0,

where z＼,...,zr e H2{X＼＼Z) and wu ..., wd]+d2+i^r g H2(X2;Z).

In [7], Fintushel and Stern considered the torsion invariants of the connected

sums XftS2 x S2, in the case when X is closed simply connected oriented spin

4-manifold with b＼ odd. One of the main theorems in that article is the

"nonvanishing" theorem.

Theorem 1.2 (Fintushel-Stern [7]). Let X be a closed simply connected spin

4-manifold with bx > 1 and odd. Suppose I is odd and in stable range (i.e.

/>3(l+6+)/4).

Then qi+＼,Uux$s2xs2̂ defined and for any classes zj,...,z^ e H2(X; Z) and for

x = [S2 x {point}} and y = [{point} x S2} in H2(S2 x S2;Z) we have

qi,x{z＼,..-,zd)= qi+i,uuxis^xs2(z＼,■■■,Zd,x, y) mod2

Here q^x in the left-hand side is the ordinary Donaldson polynomial and we set

2d = 8l-3(l+b+).

Note that b+2xS2 = 1. Thus, in general,Theorem 1.1 dose not hold in the

case when one of the Xt has bX = 1.

2. Torsion invariants

Let X be a closed,oriented,simply connected smooth 4-manifold,and P be

a SU(2)-bundle over X with the second Chern classC2{P) = / > 0. We write
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srf― stf(P) for the space of connections on P and ^ = &(P) for the group of

gauge transformations on P. The gauge group ^ acts on stf by pullback and its

quotient stl<§is denoted by 95(i>)= 95*,/. Denote by 95J_, c 95*,/ the subset of

irreducible connections. The moduli space of equivalence classes of anti-self-dual

connections on P is denoted by Jix,i, i-e.

JlxM = {Ae stf＼*gFA = -FA}/%,

where Fa is the curvature of A, g is a Riemaniann metric on X, and *g is

the Hodge star operator induced from g. The transversalityargument and the

Atiyah-Singer index theorem show that the moduli space is, if non-empty, an

8/ ―3(1 + bx) dimensional smooth manifold for a generic metric, when bx > 0

and / > 0.

To define torsion invariants of X with bx > 1 and even, we need a non-trivial

torsion class u＼e Hl(^B*x i＼Zj). But it is proved in [10] (see also [7],[2]) that

J Z2, (X is spin and k is even)
*!(**,*) =< j

Qj (otherwise).

So we can define the class u＼ as a generator of //1(R^/;Z2). This class is

identified with the firstStiefel-Whitney class of a (real)determinant line bundle of

a family of (real) twisted Dirac operators parametrized by 23^ , ([3],[7],[2]).Here

suppose bx is greater than one and even. The moduli space of anti-self-dual

connections on the SU(2) bundle over X with the second Chern class C2 = k

has formal dimension 8A:― 3(1 + bx) = Id + 1. Let homology classes z＼,...,zj e

H2{X]Z) be represented by generic embedded surfaces Si,..., E</ c M, and

KiP ..., V-^jc 23^ ^ be codimension 2 geometric representatives associated

with //(I,-),where the //-map ^ : H2{X,Z) -> /T2(95^^;Z) defined in [3].By the

usual dimension counting argument as in the case of Donaldson invariants, if

k > (3(1 + bx) + l)/4 (which is "stable range" condition), then the intersection

is a 1-dimensional compact manifold (for generic metrics on X).

Definition 2.1.

^.ttI^(i1,...,^) = <KS|n ■■■nvldnj/X!k,uly.

As the Donaldson Invariants, next conditions hold.

(i) <ik,u＼,x^＼i ■■
■i^d)

depends on 2;- only through its homology class

＼L,]eH->(X＼Z),
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(ii) qk.m.xfiii
■･･ >£</)

is multilinear and symmetric in [Si],...,[S^],

(iii)qk,uux is natural with respect to orientation preserving diffeomorphism.

Condition (iii)contains the assertion that qk,uux is independent of the choice of

generic metric and is an invariant of the oriented diffeomorphism type of X.

3. The proof of Theorem 1.1

Now, we prove Theorem 1.1,which is some version of vanishing theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We only prove the case when both bx and bx^

are odd. (If both bx and bx are even, it can be proved by exactly the same

argument.) First, we must see that qix^u.ux.x^x, is well-defined. Since bx^Xi =

bx, + bx, > l and h > 3(1 + bx,)/^ we have h+h> (3(1 + bXi + b+Xi) + 3)/4 >

3(1 +bXi:Xi)/4+l/4, so l＼+I2 is in the stable range to X＼$X2. On the other

hand, the dimension of the moduli space ^fflx＼tx->.h+uequals to 8(/j + l2) ―

3(1 + bXiix2) = 2{d{ + d2) + 3 = 2{d＼ + d2 + 1) + 1. So qi[+i2.Ui.xt;x2is well-defined

and in Sym^＼+dl+l {H2{X^X2＼ Z)).

Now, suppose first that 0 < r < d＼+ 2. Let X = A'ljJAS. We will consider a

sequence of metrics {gv} on X, as v ―≫0, whose limit is the one point union

(Xi v X2,gXl v ^z2) where gX] and ^x, are generic.

For each v, we may assume that Jxiy) ― Jfx.h+hiQv) H Fj fl ･･ ･ (1 F^+^+i is

non-empty, where the F,'s are the codimension 2 submanifolds in 93^ /]+/iU {[9]}

([6] is the gauge equivalence class of the trivial connection on X) corresponding

to generic embedded surfaces representing the homology classes z, and Wj. Then

we take a sequence {[A]}, where [Ax＼e Jx(y)- By Uhlenbeck's theorem on

compactness and removability of singularities, there is a subsequence of {[/lv]},

which has a weak limit ([A＼], [A2}; {x＼,... ,xp, Ji,..., ya)) as v ―>･0, here,

[A＼] eJtXx.m{.gxx)> ＼M eJfx2A9x2)> and xteX＼, yf e X2 are the bubble points.

Note that by counting charges m + n+p + a<l＼ +12.

Lemma 3.1. For the sequence {[Av]＼([Av] g/j(v)), if v converges to 0, we

have only the weak limits of the following form,

(lR},[A2]-(xu...,xp,yl,...,y(T)),

where 0 is a trivialconnection on X＼, and [A2] e ^x2m{9x-,) for n =£0.

Proof. As the same way in [7],we can prove thislemma by using counting

argument as follows.
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Let {[A＼], [A2]; (a'i,... ,xp, y{,..., ya)) be the weak limit of the sequence

{[Av]}.

If both m and n are greater than 0, it means that both [A＼] and [A2} are not

trivial connections, [A＼] must lie on at least r ― 2p of V＼,..., Vr, when we choose

the surfaces, which represent the homology classes z,-and wj, in general position.

Hence we have a inequality 8m - 3(1 + bx) = 2d＼ ― 8(/i ― m) > 2(r ― 2p). Simi-

larly, by the condition of [A2], we deduce 2d2 ― 8(/2 ―n) > 2{d＼ + d2 + 1 ―r ― 2a).

Conbining these inequalities, we have 8m + 8≪+ 4/? + 4a > 8(/i + I2) + 2. Since

p > 0 and a > 0, this inequality contradicts the charge count.

If m is greater than 0 and n equals to 0, for [A＼],we have the same inequality

as above. On the other hand, in this case, A2 is the trivial connection on X2.

Here, recall the definition of the representative F*. For a homology class

wjeH2(X2;Z), we choose a generic embedded surface X/ which represents wj.

Then we can construct a line bundle 5£^ over 93^ and extend it to J^ over

33^ U [c'], where [0'] is the gauge equivalence class of the trivial connection on

X2. (For the precise construction of JS?^ and i?^, see [3], [6].) We have a section

sj : 33^ U [0'] -* ^Sy such that [0;] $s]~l(0). We define the representative Vj as

^"^O). So A2 = 0' is not in any of Vr+＼,..., V^+^+i- So we have d＼+dj +

1 ― r ― 2a < 0. To sum up these inequalities and the charge count, r > d＼+

d2 ― 3(1 + b~xJ/2 + 2p + 2. Since /2 is in the stable range, we have d＼+ d2 ―

3(1 + bx2)/2 > d＼.So we get r > d＼+ 2p + 2, and this contradicts our assumption

0 < r < dx + 2.

Suppose that m = n = 0. In this case, as above, we have r <2p and Ji + d2 +

1 ―r < 2a. From these inequalities and the charge count p + a < l＼+ h, the

inequality 2(/i +h) < 3(1 + b＼)j2 + 1/2 holds. This contradicts the stable range

condition. □

Next, for sufficient small v, we construct the obstruction bundle model which

gives the finite dimensional model of $x(y)-

Definition. Fix an e > 0. A gauge orbit [^4] e ^Bx h+li is in U if and only if

there are disjoint balls 2?,-,the number of these balls is finite, with centers p( and

radii /,-in X[ = X＼＼Bxx(pq,v), where BXi(pq,v) is a geodesic ball with center

p0 £X＼ and radius v which is removed when we make the connected sum X＼^X2,

such that

(i) Sx;ub,＼Fa＼2<s.

(ii) £/;2 <e.

(iii) |Jg ＼F^＼2― 8n2mj＼ < e for some positive integers m,.
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From the definition above we see that,if we fix an e, then for small enough v,

J>x(y) <= U. Since Jxiy) is 1-dimensional and codimension of the subset U' in U

which consists of connections for which some m, is greater than one is at least

four, to see the homology class [</;r(v)]vanish, we can modify the condition (iii)

defining U so that

(iii)'＼＼Bi＼Fj＼2- 8tt2|< s, for each i.

Since we can decompose U to disjoint union [JUP (Up is the subset of U

which consists of the connections with the property that the number of the points

{p,} is equal to p), in order to prove that the homology class of J*x(y) is trivialit

sufficesto verify that
<fx,P(v)

=
<$x(y)

H Up is homologically trivialin Up for each

p. Note that by counting argument and hypothesis, p > r/2 > 0. By the same

way, we define an open subset UPtXi <= 23^ p, to be the connections which satisfy

the conditions of (i),(ii)and (iii)'above.

Fix a p > 0. Let n : FX{ ―>X＼ be the oriented orthonormal frame bundle

of /＼Xi, and GP(F}t x R+) c^(f+ x R+) be the preimage of {((xum), ...,

{xp,Xp)) e SP(X＼ x R+) |xi ＼"xj(i＼=j)}, where Sp means unordered p-tuple. If

we set jV/? = {{(fuXl),...,{fp,Xp))eGP{F+1 xR+)＼^XJ<e}, we consider the

diagonal action of SO(3) on J^0 (where SO(3) acts triviallyon the R+ factors).

Then there is a smooth embedding

y:^ = ^o/S0(3)->≫£,,,,

whose image is in UPtXi- We identify the image y(<sVp)with Jfp and we can take a

section ^ of a rank 3bXi vector bundle

K

such that y(il/~l(0))― Up,xx ^-^P,x{- Roughly speaking, the map y is given by

gluing the standard 1-instantons on S4 with the trivial connection on X＼ by

gluing parameter Jfp (actually y is its small perturbation in the ASD equation),

and the section ＼j/is the obstruction of image of y to be ASD. (For a precise

definition,see [11], [6])

Likewise, UpC＼Jix,h+i2{gv) nas tne following description. We consider a

vector bundle

b+xx

n = c[K° x Mlj xso(3) r3] - jr; = (>;0 x jtX2a)/so{3)

where a equals to l＼+h― P, -y^X->a is tne based moduli space (i.e.the space of
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the ASD connections modulo gauge transformations with their restrictions to a

base point in X2 to be identity), and Upr＼Jix,ix+i2(gv) can be identified with the

zero set of a section a(v) of this bundle.

Let Fr{^Vp) be the end of Jfp corresponding Y^^f = e. Since Jxiy) <=Int^Vp,

a(y)＼FrW)r＼v^.:r＼vdx+th+lhas no zeros-

When v converges to 0, the bundle rj splits to the pullbacks of rjXi and rjXl =

(J) Xl(^x2a xso(3)^3), and, since for any element in Jtx^a and the standard

1-instantons on S4, the second cohomology groups of their Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer

complexes vanish, we can apply the multiple connected sum construction ([6],

section 7.2.8) to our situation. Then, for sufficiently small v, the restriction of the

section a{v) to Fr{J,r') is aXl (v) which is a small perturbation of the pullback of

the section if＼Fr^/V-yWe fix such a small v and drop it. Let iVp be the intersection

^nKin-.-nPVHfc+i. Then

(1) SXiP=<T-lU;(0).

Thus the section a is nonvanishing on Fr{iVp) ― Fr(^V') H V＼f) ■■■D Vdl+d2+＼-

Since iVp consists of almost anti-self-dual connections, the notion of Uhlenbeck

compactification ifrp makes sense. (See [8]). The section a has no zeros of the

singular set of ityp by compactness of J"x,P-

Now we can extend the constructions above (the obstruction bundles and so

on) to Wp and consider as follows: rjis the vector bundle of rank 3bXi over Wp

with the section a which is nonvanishing over the singular set S of ifp (which is

the lower strata of the Uhlenbeck type compactification, its codimension is more

than 4), and the section a is the small perturbation of the pullback of ^＼Fr^)X
)

over the boundary Fr{U/p). Here we denote that ifrp.x{ = ^ H V＼D ･･ ･ D Vr and

Fr{ifrp,X{) = Fr(J/rp) PI V＼D ･･ ･ fl Vr. So from the setting above, we have its

relative Euler class e e H3b^(iFO}Fr(1fro):Z).

Lemma 3.2. The cohomology class e equals to zero if and only if the

homoloqy class f//Je/fi(#,;Z) is zero.

Proof. Since dimity = 3b^ + 1, by Poincare duality and the fact that the

codimension of S is greater than 2, the following is hold;

Hi(irp;Z)~ Hctxi (1TP,Fr(1Tp);Z) * H3** (1TP,Fr{1Tp);Z).

So from the equation (1) and the isomorphism above, the statement is immediate.

□
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Now we have the followingtwo inequalitiesby the counting argument.

{ p>r/2

2d2 - 8(/2-a)> 2(d{+d2 + l-r)

On the other hand, the following equalities hold;

So we have

dim

dim

W p ―

#;.;,, =8/>-3-2r,

&p-W2-a)-2(di + ＼).

36 J + 1 > dim ifrp,Xl+3.

From thisinequality, the dimension of Wp_ x{ is at least 2 less than 3Z>£,,the rank

of rjx . So we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Any nonvanishing section of Vxx＼fiH(]x)^ homotopic through

nonvanishing sections to ^＼Fr^itix ■

Proof. The obstructions to such homotopies lie in H

ni{S3b*i~])).But, by the argument above, we have //'(iT^.^); nt{S

for any i.

By the Lemma 3.2,to prove Theorem 1.1,it sufficesto show that

'))=0

D

Claim. The relative Euler class e is zero.

Proof of Claim. This claim is equivalent to the existance of a nonvanishing

section of the bundle rj,whose restriction to Fr{Wp) is the pullback of oxx ＼fhh-,
x y

We will make such a section.

Case 1. 36+ + 1 > dim Wp^X] + 3 = 8p - 2r

In this case, we will make a nonvanishing sectiont of n over if^Das the

following procedure. We construct nonvanishing sections t＼of rjXl over H/"P,X＼and

T2 of r＼Xiover ty = JiXl.a H Vr+＼fl ■･･ D F^l+^2+i and combine them to get t. The

section t will be nonvanishing over S and it will be pulled back from z＼ over

Fr{ifp). But, since ti1^^-^ ) is homotopic to ox＼＼Fr{n)x) tnrough nonvanishing

sections, by the Lemma 3.3, this section is the one which we want.
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First,the section z＼is constracted as follows. Let k be the unique integer such

that

8/>- 2r - 3 < 3k < 8p - 2r < 3b X].

We consider the subbundle of rjXl＼^r
x

here if/p°xl*s the preimage of 1Vp,X＼by the base point fibration. Then

obstructions to the existence of nonvanishing sections of this bundle lie in

^'(^>,A'i;ft;-i(S'3/f~1))-So, from the definition of k, the obstruction arises only

in the case dim^j, = 8/>―2r ―3 = 3k. In this case, the obstruction is ck e

H^i^p.Xi'jZ), where c e H^iifp^x^Z) is the Euler class of the vector bundle

^pXx xso(3) R3- Since this bundle has odd rank, c is 2-torsion, so ck is 2-torsion,

too. But, H^k{ifp^X＼]Z) is torsion free,so thisobstruction vanishes. Here, we see

that c/r('^(Vl x5O(3)i?3) ~(Wp°Xi xR*k)/S0(3), so equivalent^, we have a

nonvanishing 5'0(3)-equivariant map t^ :iK°x
~^

^3k-

Next, we construct a section T2. Since a = l＼+ h ―p, we have

dim^ = 2fi?2- 8(/2- a) - 2(^i + d2 + 1 - r)

= 3b+X]+ 1 - (8/>- 2r)

< 3Z>+ + 1 - 3A:.

So we have dim ^ < 3Z?^ ―3&. We want to find a nonvanishing section T2 of the

rank 3(6£ ―/:) vector bundle

bxx~k

c (R°xS0{3)R3)-,*/

here, (3/°is the preimage of Rj by the base point fibration.Note here that b＼ > k.

This is a subbundle of *]xXy- Since obstructions to the existance of nonvanishing

sections of this bundle lie in H'(!W;nj-i(S x＼~'~)), the obstruction arises only

in the case dim^ = 3(Z>£―k). In thiscase, the obstruction vanishes by the same

argument as the case of x＼.So there is a nonvanishing ,S0(3)-equivariant map

To sum up, we constructr which is desiredas follows.Let

W =[((/, A,),...,(/,,a,));(^O]e^°C^0x^J2)fl,

and we define an 5'0(3)-equivariantmap

T0:Tr°->tf3*'.,
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AW)=(^j)zU({fiM,.-.,{fPM))+(e-YlXf)T2(A^)

Here we regard R3b+Xi= R3k c j?3(^i k＼ and the image of t? lies in the R3k-

summand and the image of T2 in the R x^ . The section t° is 50(3)-

equivariant, nonvanishing, and nonvanishing when extended to the singular set of

#^°. So the quotient of t°is the desired section.

Case 2. dim Wp^ + 3 = 8/7- 2r = 3Z>^ + 1

In this case, we have

dim#; = &p- 8(/2-a)- 2{dx + 1),

dim^ = 0.

So <% consists of a finitenumber of points. Then ,fx,Pis decomposed into unions

of connected components corresponding to these points. Thus, it is sufficientto

see each component. We may assume that <& is one point. Then IW°is S0(3). So

n

*K = <* ><S0{3)

= [rf x SO(3))/SO(3) * IT*

TT,

Since rjis the trivialbundle, any nonvanishing section on r＼is homotopic through

nonvanishing sections to a constant nonvanishing section,(when we interpret the

nonvanishing sections as nonvanishing maps from ifrrXx to R xi, thismeans that

all such maps are homotopic through nonvanishing maps to a nonzero constant

map,) and the restriction to Fr(iV x) of it is, too. Conversely, if there is a

nonvanishing section on Fr(Wp
Xi)

which is homotopic through nonvanishing

sections to a nonvanishing constant section, we have nonvanishing extention of it

to Wn°Y .

On the other hand, since the bundle r＼Xxis isomorphic to rj/SO(3), if a section

Fr(ifpXi) ―>R3b*＼ of rj＼ -o is pulled back from a section of rjX]＼Fr^x y then

this map has to be 5'0(3)-equivariant, here the SO(3)-action on R x＼is iso-

L
+

morphic to c x^so(3) which is a direct sum of the adjoint representation.

Now, we want to construct a nonvanishing section of the vector bundle rj

over Wp ~ Wp Xx which is the pullback of &X＼＼Friip＼on Fr{a>rp).But, as in the
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previous case, we may consider the pullback of rg instead of oxx＼Frijpy Here t^

is a nonvanishing section of a rank 3(bXi ―1) subbundle of rjXi over Fr(Wp,Xi),

which can be found by the same argument given in the construction of t＼.

The pullback is the same as a nonvanishing S0(3)-equivariant map

^mc)-^"11^^

Thus x'eis homotopic through nonvanishing maps to a constant nonvanishing

map and therefore it extends to a nonvanishing map iV
Xi

―>R *i. So in this

case, relative Euler class vanishes as in the previous case. □

Note here that,if bX] = 1 and Sp-2r = 3bXi + 1=4, then p = 1 and r = 2,

since we have p > r/2 > 0 and peZ (this case corresponds to Theorem 1.2).

Thus dimJFr(#^)^1) is zero and Fr{ifpX^) is a disjoint union of £0(3). So any

5'0(3)-equivariant map Fr{Hrp
Xi)

―>･R3 ~ so(3) is not homotopic through non-

vanishing maps to a nonvanishing constant map. From the argument above,

in thiscase,we cannot extend thesemaps to nonvanishing maps

This means that the relativeEuler classe is not zero.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 in the case when 0 < r < d＼+ 2 is completed.

On the other hand, if d＼+ d2 + 1 > r > d＼+ 2, then 0 < d＼+ d2 + I - r <

d2 + 2. So we set r' ―d＼+ d2 + 1 ―r, and, from the same argument above, we

get conclusion.
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